Prism Series
34" Linear Electric Fireplace

The best-selling linear fireplace
is now even better

The best-selling electric linear fireplace just got better with the all
new Prism Series. Sparkling with intensity in a full spectrum of RGB
colors, the Prism effect illuminates the diamond-like acrylic ice ember
bed in a show-stopping effect. Complete with a powerful and efficient
fan-forced heater, this fireplace adds comfort and ambiance to any
space. Plugged in or hard-wired, hung on the wall or built-in; the
Prism Series is beautifully versatile.

BLF3451

Prism Series
34" Linear Electric Fireplace

BLF3451
Features
Flame
A blend of technology, artistry and
craftsmanship – the patented Dimplex
LED flame technology creates the
illusion of a true fire.
Media Bed
Diamond-like acrylic ice ember bed
chunks sparkle with the reflected light.

19-1/2"
49.4 cm

Color Themes
Choose from brilliant color themes or
cycle through a range of colors using
the prism mode, freezing on the hue
of your choice.
34-1/4"
86.7 cm

7"
17.9 cm

Accessories

32-1/2"
(82.3 cm)
Driftwood and River
Rock
Accessory Package - 34"
30" (76.1 cm)
LF34DWS-KIT
7"
(17.9 cm)

Dimensions

Green

Red

Multi-function Remote
Adjust the thermostat and appearance
settings from the comfort of your chair.
Floating LED Display
View temperature settings and
specialty functions such as sleep
timer and color themes.

30" (76.1 cm)

7"
(17.9 cm)
6-3/4"

34-1/4" (86.7 cm)

Violet

32-1/2" (82.3 cm)

TOP(17.2 cm)

FRONT

Blue

Thermostat-controlled Heater
Includes a powerful fan-forced heater
designed to keep the rooms you
spend the most time in warm and
comfortable. Reduce your central
furnace temperature and cut your
heating costs!

SIDE

3-3/4"
(9.5 cm)

Year-round Enjoyment
Enjoy the ambiance of the
flame with or without the heater
for year-round enjoyment.

6-3/4"
(17.2 cm)

34-1/4" (86.7 cm)

3-3/4"
(9.5 cm)

32-1/2" (82.3 cm)
30" (76.1 cm)
19-1/2"
(49.4 cm)

16"
18"
7" 19-1/2" (40.6 cm) (45.7 cm)
(17.9 (49.4
cm) cm)

Safe
Front glass stays cool, making
it safe to touch.

16"
18"
(40.6 cm) (45.7 cm)
6-3/4"
(17.2 cm)

34-1/4" (86.7 cm)

3-3/4"
(9.5 cm)

Economical
Economical to operate. Costing only
pennies per hour.*

Installation - 3 Mounting Options
19-1/2"
(49.4 cm)

ON WALL
Must mount
to a minimum
of two (2) wall studs

16"
18"
(40.6 cm) (45.7 cm)

PARTIAL
RECESSED
2 X 4 Framing
Framing dimensions:
30-1/2" (77.5 cm) W x
16-1/2" (41.9 cm) H

Green : $999.99
MSRP
The green alternative. No harmful
VAGLIO
# : 13886
particulatesITEM
or emissions
and

FULLY
RECESSED
2 X 8 Framing
Framing dimensions:
33" (83.8 cm) W x
18-1/2" (47 cm) H

100% efficient.

Instant Ambiance
Plugs into any standard
household outlet.

120 Volts | 1,230 Watts | 4,198 BTU
Model #

Description

Lbs / Kg

BLF3451

Wall-mount fireplace

60 / 27.21

LF34DWS-KIT

34" Driftwood and River Rock
Accessory Kit

UPC

Wty.† Carton Dimensions (WxHxD)
Inches
cm

781052 098763 2 yr.

39 x 23-1/4 x 13

99.1 x 58.9 x 33

781052 102835

Cube
ft3
m3
6.8

0.2

Hard-wire Capabilities
Can be direct-wired for a
seamless look.
*B
 ased on national average residential
electricity rate. Rates vary.

Specifications, finishes and dimensions are subject to change. †Limited warranty. ©2015 Dimplex North America Limited.
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